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Executive Summary 

The objective of this project is to produce a mobile application to assist those living 

with mental health issues through simple lifestyle interventions. The will be 

developed with the government campaign ‘The Little Things’. This campaign 

pushes the idea that little things make a big difference when it comes to your 

mental health. The app will deal with the different areas of ‘The Little Things’ 

campaign.  

The app will help its users to try and enjoy a healthier lifestyle by attempting to 

improve their diet, social life and fitness. All these subjects are attributed to mental 

health problems which the app will try and address.  

The apps primary features include a chatroom feature that allows the user to create 

chatrooms about the different topics revolving around mental and interact with 

other users about their personal experiences. 

A mindfulness feature has been implemented in the app in order to help users in 

times of stress. Mindfulness has been proven to help people in terms of mental 

health. There has been three mindfulness tracks added to the app. 

 SOS 

This is a track that helps the user relax if they’re stressing out or having a panic 

attack. 

 Meditation 

Mindfulness meditation has been proven to help people that do it once a day to 

improve their mental health 

 Sleep 

The sleep track simply helps people that have trouble sleeping to fall asleep with 

more ease. 

A fitness feature has been added to the app to inform people about different fitness 

plans and also allowing the users to create their own fitness plans. 
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A mental health quiz was added to the app to help people learn more about mental 

health in a fun and engaging way. 



 

 

1 Introduction 

The mobile application I am developing is based on the HSE’s LittleThings 

campaign. It is developed with aim to help people who are dealing with mental 

health issues on a day to day basis. 

1.1 Background 

The reason for developing this app is to try and develop something that could help 

people improve their mental health a small step at a time by using the features in 

the application.  

1.2 Aims 

The aim is to develop a mobile app with a variety of features and functions that a 

user can easily use to try improve their everyday lifestyle.   

1.3 Technologies 

The technologies used will be mainly android based. Android studio will be used 

as the platform for developing the app. The main languages used will be java and 

xml. Java will be used for the main development of the different functions and 

features of the application. XML will be used for design of the app and developing 

the GUI of the application. I have used Firebase as the database platform for the 

mobile application. 
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2 System 

2.1 Requirements 

2.1.1 Requirement 1 <Fitness> 

2.1.1.1 Description & Priority 

This requirement will provide information on fitness routines and allow users to 

create their own. 

2.1.1.2 Use Case  

The tag for this requirement will be “Fitness”. 

Scope 

The scope of this use case is to show how the fitness section of the app will 

be structured. 

Description 

This use case describes the how the fitness requirement will work.  

Use Case Diagram 
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Flow Description 

Precondition 

The system is on the main menu. 

Activation 

This use case starts when the user selects the fitness button. 

Main flow 

1. The user selects to create a new fitness plan. 
2. The system opens the plan create page. 
3. The user enters their new fitness plan and clicks save. 
4. The system then sends this information to the database. 
5. The system then displays the fitness page. 

Alternate flow 
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A1: User cancels the entry. 
1. The system opens the fitness plan entry page. 
2. The user cancels the entry. 
3. The use case continues at position 9 of the main flow. 
 

Exceptional flow 

E1: No Exception flow. 
Termination 

The System saves the data. 

 

Post condition 

The system goes back to the fitness page. 

 

 

2.1.2 Requirement 2 <Social Aspect> 

2.1.2.1 Description & Priority 

A description of the requirement and its priority. Describes how essential this 

requirement is to the overall system. 

2.1.2.2 Use Case  

The tag for this requirement is “Social”. 

Scope 

The scope of this use case is to show the social aspect of the app. 

Description 

This use case describes how the social aspect of the application works. It is 

a chatroom feature in the application that allows the users to create 

chatrooms under different subjects, such as depression. Other users of the 

app will then interact with each and share experiences and how they dealt 

with the different aspects of mental health.  

Use Case Diagram 
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Flow Description 

Precondition 

The system is on the home page 

Activation 

This use case starts when the user selects the chat room icon. 

Main flow 

6. The system is on the homepage. 
7. The user clicks the chatroom button on the homepage. 
8. The system displays the chatroom button. 
9. The system displays the enter name text box. 
10. The user enters their name. 
11. The system saves the name and lands the user on the chatroom 

page. 
12. The user creates a chatroom on a topic of their choice. 
13. The system saves this chatroom to the firebase realtime database. 
14. The user interacts with other users in the chatroom. 

Alternate flow 

A1: The user enters a chatroom not created by them. 
4. The user clicks the chatroom button on the homepage. 
5. The system enters the chatroom page and displays the enter name 

dialog box. 
6. The user enters their name and clicks ok. 
7. The system saves the name entered by the user. 
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8. The system displays the list of chatrooms. 
9. The user selects the chatroom they would like to enter. 
10. The system enters that room. 
11. The user interacts with other app users. 
 

Exceptional flow 

E1: no Exceptional flow. 
 

Termination 

The user leaves the chatroom page or closes the app. 

 

Post condition 

The user is back on the homepage. 

2.1.3 Functional requirements 

All functionality in the app should be fully functioning at all times. If this is not the 

case it may drive users away from the app causing the user base to decline in the 

future. 

2.1.4 Data requirements 

The data saved and required by the user must be easily accessed on demand at 

all times. If data for example, saved by the user in the fitness plan feature is not 

easily accessible that feature then becomes useless.   

2.1.5 User requirements 

The HSE’s “The Little Things” campaign is built sets out a number of different areas 

of day to day life that can improve a person’s mental health. These areas are the 

customer requirements that will be implemented in the mobile application. These 

areas are: 

Diet: The application will have a calorie counter that the user can use every day to 

keep track of their diet. Along with this functionality, information will be provided on 
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how to improve your diet. This will be provided in the form of easy to make recipes 

that the user can make at home with little effort.  

Fitness: Exercise plans will be provided to the user in two formats. One will be 

exercises that can be done at home for the users who are not comfortable with 

going to a gym. The second will be exercise plans for those who want to go to a 

gym to workout. 

These plans will be displayed on a to do list so the user can keep track of what 

they have done during the week and whether they have hit their goal for that week 

or not. 

Social interaction: The app will allow users to interact with other users via a 

chatroom feature. This feature will allow the user to create chatrooms about topics 

to do with mental health or enter chatrooms created by other user about topics 

they might be interested in. 

2.1.6 Environmental requirements 

The mobile apps environment should incorporate push and synchronisation 

capabilities that offer the best way to ensure the user can gain access to 

information they require when they need it. 

2.1.7 Usability requirements 

The app has to be easy on the eye while also being simple and straight forward to 

navigate. The reason for this is that the app may be used by people who are not 

tech literate and therefore will find something complicatedly structured difficult to 

use and understand. 

2.2 Design and Architecture 

 

Architecture Diagram 
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2.3 Implementation 

The app is broken down into a number of classes each focused on one of the main 

functionalities of the application. All of these classes will be linked and accessible 

to the homepage which will be the landing page when the app is opened first.  

 

2.3.1 Authentication 

The app uses firebase authentication. The user has to register as a user of the app 

using their email and a unique password. The table below shows what these users 

look like inside the database: 
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If the user is already registered the following method will take them directly to the 

homepage so they don’t have to repeatedly login every time they open the app: 

 

The method below “registerUser” shows how the application registers a user to the 

database once they fill in their information and click the register button: 
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In the login.java class the following method shows how the app checks the users 

credentials and logs them in if the details entered are correct: 
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2.3.2 Fitness function 

The fitness function will allow users to access readily available fitness plans and 

routines as well as create their own. This will help users to choose what works for 

them best. The user can choose exercises from the available routines and put 

together their own which will be saved to a local database so they can be accessed 

any time they need them. 

The app uses a local database to allow the user to create their own fitness plans. 

The DatabaseHelper.java class creates and controls the local database. The 

strings below create the database, db table and db columns of the database: 
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The method below creates the database table and adds columns to it: 

 

The two methods below show how the code allows the user to delete different 

exercises they’ve added and to drop a table if it already exists: 

 

The three methods below allow the user to insert data into the table when they 

click the save button. The second method returns the plan once the user clicks the 

view plan button and the final method updates the db table in order to update 

different exercises: 
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2.3.3 Chat Function 

The social function will allow users to interact with other users via a chatroom 

feature. This feature will allow the user to create chatrooms about topics to do with 

mental health or enter chatrooms created by other user about topics they might be 

interested in. 

The chatroom functionality is Google firebase based in terms of where the chat 

information is stored. The chatroom uses google firebase real time database to 

allow users to interact in real time. 

The code below tells the db to add the chatroom name to the root of the database: 
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The on click listener screenshotted below shows what happens when the user 

clicks the add chatroom button. The information is the user enters about the name 

of the chatroom being created is added to the root of the db using the 

“root.updateChildren(map);” line of code: 

 

The code below makes sure that no two chatrooms have the same name: 

 

When the user enters the chatroom page of the app they’re met with an alertDialog 

that asks them to enter a name they want to use for that instance of using the chat. 

This alertDialog code is shown below: 
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Once the user enters a chatroom they can interact with other users. This works in 

terms of the database by the following line of code finding out what the name of 

the chatroom is: 

 

The following method allows the user to interact with others by sending information 

to inside the “chat_name” node of the database: 
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2.3.4 Quiz Function 

The idea behind the quiz functionality is to try to inform the users about the issues 

revolving mental health. This task was assigned to me by a student support 

employee in the NCI student learning centre. She proposed that a feature that the 

user could interact with and learn about mental health. The quiz function is what I 

came up with to add functionality to this idea. 

The code below shows the array of strings that hold the questions and answers for 

the quiz: 
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The correct answers are pulled from the mCorrectAnswers array: 

 

Once the questions, answers and correct answers were established getters were 

implemented so the arrays could be pulled by another java class: 
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The QuizMainActivity.java class controls the functional part of the quiz function. 

Four on click listeners were added to control four different buttons. These buttons 

were added to allow the user to answer the questions put forward to her. An 

example of one of these on click listeners is shown below: 
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2.3.5 Mindfulness Function 

Mindfulness refers to a depth of awareness that is at the very core of our being 

and the practice of mindfulness supports us in nourishing and cultivating this 

simple awareness. Introducing mindfulness into daily life supports us in living life 

with a sense of contentment and clarity, it nourishes the body, mind and emotions. 

Mindfulness has been proven to improve the mental health of the people who use 

it. With this in mind I thought it would be helpful to users of the app to include three 

different types of mindfulness meditation. These three types are SOS, a 10-minute 

meditation and sleep meditation. 

The three audio files are stored locally on the device in the raw folder as shown 

below: 

 

The code below shows the on click listeners set up to play, pause and stop the 

SOS audio file. The code also shows how the seekbar tracks the progress of the 

audio file: 
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2.4 Graphical User Interface (GUI) Layout 
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2.5 Testing 

2.5.1 Unit Testing 

Throughout the develop of each function, I carried out unit testing on each of the 

functions. This involves running the app on both my android phone and an 

emulator on my pc and monitoring the “Android Monitor” view in android studio. 

This view returns any errors that are in the code while the app is running. This was 

a very effective way of finding errors in the code in order to fix them. 
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2.5.2 Persona Testing 

To test my application on the broadest scale possible, I created 3 personas for 

people that will use the app. 

 College student: Aaron is a 22 year old college student studying business 

in Dublin city centre. He owns an android smart phone and thought the 

layout of the app was easy to learn and efficient when an icon was clicked. 

He really enjoyed the chatroom aspect of the app. 

 Business owner: Gerry is a 45 year old man who owns his own landscaping 

business. He owns an android mobile smart phone. He thought the app was 

simple and easy to use. He enjoyed the fact that the information page had 

direct links to helpful websites and phone numbers opened the phone 

application on his phone when clicked. 

 Retired: Mary is 68 year old woman and has been retired for 2 years. She 

doesn’t own a smart phone. For someone who doesn’t own a smart phone, 

Mary had no problems navigating the app and using the different features 

of the application. 

2.5.3 Scenario Testing 

Scenario 1 

 The user was tasked with starting the app. 

 Registering as a user. 

 Entering the chatroom app. 

 Creating a chatroom 

User 1 

Aaron 

Task analysis 

The user was able to complete this test without too much trouble. The feedback 

from the user was that he found it easy to find the chatroom feature and create a 

chatroom to start interacting with other users. 
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Scenario 2 

 The user was tasked with starting the app. 

 Registering as a user. 

 Entering the fitness page. 

 Entering some test exercises to the database. 

User 2 

Gerry 

Task analysis 

The user completed the test, although he had to ask about where to click on the 

login screen to register a new user. His reason for this was not knowing that the 

test view was able to be clickable and was expecting a button. 

 

Scenario 3 

 The user was tasked with starting the app. 

 Registering as a user. 

 Enter the information page. 

 Simply find out how to ring one of the direct numbers on the info page. 

User 2 

Mary 

Task analysis 

The user completed the task after taking a little bit of time to get through the 

registration process.  
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2.5.4 Backwards Compatibility Test 

The app was mainly testing on android SDK version 25 due to the fact it was 

developed on this platform. However, the app was always tested on an android 

phone that had SDK 23 installed on it as well as being tested on a simulator using 

SDK 21. The app passed all tests ran on the different versions of android SDK 

mentioned above. 

 

 

 

2.6 Evaluation 

I will frequently be able to evaluate the system and test how the app is running. In 

Android Studio I will be able to run the app on its built-in simulators to make sure 

the app itself is running fine. I will be able to test the database by entering 

information into the app or registering users and monitoring the database tables 

updating in real time on the firebase dashboard. Once the app is completely 

finished I will be able to publish the app on the google play store and monitor user 

activity to make sure the app runs just as smooth with a larger user base. 
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3 Conclusions 

 

3.1 Advantages 

The advantages of this is app is that it is being developed with a view to helping 

people who need it. This can make a difference for people struggling on a day to 

day basis with mental health issues. It can also create awareness for the Little 

Things campaign as many people with mental health issues may not know how 

the simple things of everyday life can make a huge difference when it comes to 

mental health problems such as depression and anxiety.   

The chatroom function of the app allows user to chat and share information 

anonymously with each. This is an advantage of the app as people tend to not 

want to talk about their mental health problems in public. This function gives them 

a safe place to share their experiences. 

 

3.2 Disadvantages 

The disadvantages of developing this app are the limited target audience that it will 

target and the lack of opportunities that will come out of it. There is no real financial 

gain to be made from developing this app as it will be free to use as an aid for 

people that need it.  

3.3 Opportunities and Limits 

The opportunities involved in developing this app are that it may be endorsed and 

released by the HSE as part of their LittleThings campaign. If this happened 

hopefully the app would be able to help people deal and improve their mental 

health.  

The next step in the development of the app would to release it on the google play 

store wit google ads sense added. This would be an opportunity to make money 
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from the app as well as monitor how well the app handles a larger amount of traffic 

through the system. 

The limits to the project are its small target market and their being little chance of 

any profit being made off it. There is little to no chance that the HSE would charge 

people to download the app if released by them.  
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4 Further development or research 

With more resources and time the app could develop into something bigger by 

having more features and functions added. With feedback from users the app can 

be changed to meet their needs. The project could develop into something that 

can really help the people who need it with enough time and effort being put into 

it. Hopefully in the future more attention can put towards developing into app that 

can make a difference to those living with mental health problems.  
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6 Appendix 

6.1 Project Proposal 

Mental Health Mobile App  

  

  

Matthew Whelan x12431142 matthew.whelan@student.ncirl.ie  

  

BSc (Hons) in Computing  

  

Specialisation: Mobile Technologies  

  

20/10/2016  

  

1. Objectives  

  

The objective of this project is to produce a mobile application to assist those living 

with mental health issues through simple lifestyle interventions. The will be 

developed with the government campaign ‘The Little Things’. This campaign 

pushes the idea that little things make a big difference when it comes to your 

mental health. The app will deal with the different areas of ‘The Little Things’ 

campaign.  

The app will help its users to try and enjoy a healthier lifestyle by attempting to 

improve their diet, sleep schedule, social life and to drink less. All these subjects  

are attributed to mental health problems which the app will try and address.  

Fitness is key factor in enjoying a healthy lifestyle and the app will assist its users 

by promoting easy to do home fitness routines, encouraging users to leave the 

mailto:matthew.whelan@student.ncirl.ie
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house to go for a walk/run and by allowing users to set goals for themselves to 

achieve. The feeling of completing a goal you set for yourself gives you the feeling 

of accomplishment even if it’s something as small as going for a walk a couple of 

times a week.  

Diet is another area focused on by “The Little Things” campaign, the app will help 

users try and improve their diets through a number of different features. The app 

will include a calorie counter which users can set goals against in order to stay 

under the set amount each day. Keeping track of what you eat allows you to see 

where you are going wrong in terms of your diet. This app will allow users to 

improve their eating patterns by tracking their daily eating routine.  

Your social life can hugely effect your mental health and by doing things in a group 

you can feel a sense of worth within that group. The app will allow you to share 

your fitness and diet progress with others so you may interact with other people in 

similar situations to yourself. Getting positive feedback from your peers can give 

you a major boost in confidence which is what this feature aims to achieve.  

  

  

  

1. Background  

  

The reason I chose to take on this project was that I know a number of people who 

have had mental health issues in the past and would like to try create something 

to help. I also have family members that work within the HSE and have heard a lot 

about “The Little Things” campaign and how it helping people deal with their 

problems a small step at a time.   

I also have an interest in mobile app development and hope that by developing 

this android app alone, it will give me a skill set that I can use once in the real 

world.   
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“The Little Things” campaign focus’ on a number of different areas linked with 

mental health problems with each of these areas having their own slogan attached. 

These are:   

 Sleep: “8 hours sleep make the other 16 easier”  

 Diet: “Boost your mood with healthy food”  

 Drinking: “Drink less and great nights become good mornings”  

 Fitness: “The more you move the better your mood”  

 Social: “Problems feel smaller when you share them”  

  

Each of the areas focused on by the campaign might seem easier to do to most 

people but to a lot of people living with depression getting the motivation to try 

tackles these problems in their life can be difficult. That’s where I hope this app 

can help, by getting users to improve on a small number of things they can improve 

their overall life on a number of levels.  

    

1. Technical Approach  

The first objective will be to gather information on the areas which the campaign 

focus’ on and design a wireframe of what the mobile applications UI will look like. 

The goals of this UI will to make it easy to use and attractive as possible for the 

users.   

Once the UI is designed the next phase of the project can begin, this being 

developing the mobile app using Android Studio. This I hope to have finished 

before the new year so the half of the college year can be focused on the 

functionality I plan to implement in the app. The knowledge gained from the Mobile 

Development modules in college along with personal research will help with the UI 

development.  

After the UI is development as stated above this should be completed by January. 

Work will then start on the apps functionality.  
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This will include:  

 The Database implementation  

 Fitness features (routines, user motivation etc..)  

 Diet features (Diet tracking, sharing, calorie counter etc..)  

 Sleep features (Sleep schedule tracking etc…)  

 Social features  

Once all functionality has been developed, the next stage of the process will be to 

test the application. This will be done in a couple of different ways.  

Internal testing: This will be done by myself by making sure all features 

implemented are working as the should before the end user testing can begin.  

End user testing: For This stage of testing I plan to get help from a number of 

different people with various technical ability. For example: Class mates, friends, 

family and work mates from my 3rd year internship.  

  

1. Special resources required   

All source material will be taking from the website set up by the HSE for “The Little 

Things” campaign. There is a huge amount of information on the subject on this 

website which will guide the direction in which the app is developed.  

http://www.yourmentalhealth.ie/Get-involved/LittleThings-campaign  

1. Project Plan  

Task 

Mode  

Task Name  Duratio

n  

Start  Finish  Predecesso

rs  

Resourc

e 

Names  

Manually 

Schedule

d  

Research 

into Project 

information  

9 days  Wed 

19/10/1

6  

Mon 

31/10/1

6  

    

http://www.yourmentalhealth.ie/Get-involved/LittleThings-campaign
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Manually 

Schedule

d  

UI Design 

and 

Developme

nt  

45 

days  

Tue 

01/11/1

6  

Sun 

01/01/1

7  

    

Manually 

Schedule

d  

Prototype 

Due  

1 day  Fri 

02/12/1

6  

Fri 

02/12/1

6  

    

Manually 

Schedule

d  

Mid Point 

Presentatio

n  

2 days  Fri 

16/12/1

6  

Sat 

17/12/1

6  

    

Manually 

Schedule

d  

Requiremen

ts 

Specificatio

n Upload 

Date  

1 day  Fri 

11/11/1

6  

Fri 

11/11/1

6  

    

Manually 

Schedule

d  

Fitness 

Functionalit

y  

23 

days  

Sun 

01/01/1

7  

Tue 

31/01/1

7  

    

Manually 

Schedule

d  

Diet 

Functionalit

y  

20 

days  

Wed 

01/02/1

7  

Tue 

28/02/1

7  

    

Manually 

Schedule

d  

Sleep 

Functionalit

y  

23 

days  

Wed 

01/03/1

7  

Fri 

31/03/1

7  

    

Manually 

Schedule

d  

Showcase 

Materials  

1 day  Mon 

17/04/1

7  

Mon 

17/04/1

7  
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Manually 

Schedule

d  

Testing and 

Fixing  

22 

days  

Sat 

01/04/1

7  

Sun 

30/04/1

7  

    

Manually 

Schedule

d  

Final 

Changes to 

the project 

code  

13 

days  

Mon 

01/05/1

7  

Wed 

17/05/1

7  

    

Manually 

Schedule

d  

Upload Date  1 day  Wed 

17/05/1

7  

Wed 

17/05/1

7  

    

1. Technical Details  

The mobile application will be developed using Android studio for the purpose of 

using the app on android mobile devices.  

The languages used to develop the app in Android Studio will be:  

 Java  

 Java script  

 HTML  

 XML  

 SQL  

  

The database used to store information will be a SQLite Database. From research 

online this type of database seems to be the most compatible and popular.  

  

1. Evaluation  

The mobile application will be tested in a number of different ways both internally 

and externally.  
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I personally have nine months’ experience as a QA Engineer Intern from a 

placement I completed last year. I will run my own internal testing using test user 

and data from the HSE website.  

External testing or end user testing will be done by people I can agree to help in 

the process such as class mate, friends and work colleagues from my internship. 

Their feedback will be taken into consideration before the final build and uploading 

of the application.  

  

Matthew Whelan 20th/10/2016  

Signature of student and date  

 

6.2 Monthly Journals 

4th Year Reflective Journal  

Matthew Whelan – x12431142  

Introduction:  

My name is Matthew Whelan and I am a 4th year computing student at NCI. This 

journal will be comprised of my thoughts and progress in regards to my 4 th year 

project throughout the year. Hopefully maintaining a journal just like this will keep 

me focused on my project.  

  

September:  

With this being the first month of the college year the majority of it was spent trying 

to come up with and research various ideas for my 4th year project. A number of 

variables came into consideration when trying to decide on what to put forward for 

review for my 4th year project. The knowledge and skill needed to develop certain 

ideas that I came up with. After research on various ideas some were too simply 

and could be completed in a number of days, whereas others were too complex 
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and I wasn’t confident in my own ability to complete these apps. Maybe these ideas 

can be revisited once I hopefully graduate either as personal projects or in the 

hope they may be profitable in the future.  

In conclusion the month of September was a month of idea generation and 

research on these ideas while trying to decide which idea is best suited to put 

forward to get through the review.  

  

October:  

At the start of October was the project proposals, I went into the proposal with a 

very vague and non-complex idea. This was reflected in the responses from the 

lectures judging the proposals. The feedback I got was that the project as I thought 

was not complex enough and the idea did not get through the judging process. The 

idea was for an app that allowed you to select different options in regards to 

building a custom PC. The app then returned a list of the optimum components to 

build this pc. The lecturers thought along with this already existing to some format 

that it would not be enough to pass the 4th year project module.   

After the proposal panic set in because I did not know what I was doing for the rest 

of the year. A week after the proposals a list was published on the project module 

page with a number of projects put forward by the lecturers for students who had 

their project ideas rejected to choose from. After reading through the list of 

proposals, I selected a project to do with the subject of mental health and the HSE’s 

“The Little Things” campaign. The proposal laid out a description of a mobile 

application that helped users with mental health issues in a number of different 

areas.   

“The Little Things” campaign focus’ on a number of different areas linked with 

mental health problems with each of these areas having their own slogan attached. 

These are:   

•Sleep: “8 hours sleep make the other 16 easier”  

•Diet: “Boost your mood with healthy food”  
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•Drinking: “Drink less and great nights become good mornings”  

•Fitness: “The more you move the better your mood”  

•Social: “Problems feel smaller when you share them”  

Once I got the all clear from the lecturer that put forward the project to proceed 

with it, I started writing up the project proposal. The project proposal was due on 

Friday the 21st of October. Once uploaded I could start trying to get my head 

around where to start developing the project. The aim before the midpoint 

presentation is to have the UI of the app developed to have something to show 

during this presentation. The month of November will be focused on developing 

this UI hand in hand with writing the requirement specification for the project which 

is due on Friday the 11th of November.  

  

November:  

  

After the requirement specification was finished and submitted it was time to start 

working on the development of the actual app. During the month of November, I 

started researching and developing some of UI for the application. I started by 

drawing the layout to the homepage on paper to give myself an idea of what it 

should look like while I was coding it. The Homepage is basic enough and contains 

information about what the app does then provides buttons to each of the functional 

parts of the app.  

I incorporated the YouTube API into the app in order to playback some of the 

HSE’s campaign videos and ads they have released throughout the campaign 

cycle. To do this I first had to acquire a API from Google to be able to access the 

API library which was downloaded from 

https://developers.google.com/youtube/android/player/downloads/  . I then had to 

create an activity and xml layout to display the video. Through researching online 

about how to do this I then set about coding the new activity. This was a small step 

https://developers.google.com/youtube/android/player/downloads/
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in the right direction in terms of finishing the project but there was still a long way 

to go.  

I then revisited the project a few days later as I had to finish other projects for 

college with a view to start developing another one of the apps activities. The one 

a chose to start on was the sleeping function of the app. The idea behind this 

function is to provide the user with some form of alarm that they can set to remind 

them to go to sleep at a certain time. One of the things highlighted in the Little 

Things campaign is that sleep can be a major factor in terms of your mental health. 

So the aim of this function is to improve the users sleep schedule.   

The function itself allows the user to set the time they want to sleep at. An alarm 

will go off at the set time to remind them that they should try sleep. The app 

implements the TimePicker function in android studio. The alarm runs in the 

background even if the app is closed so the user can go about using their phone 

for others things or not use it at all and the alarm will still go off at the set time. This 

function is currently still being developed and I hope to finish it in the next couple 

of days.  

The objective for the first half of the month of December with regards to the project 

is to finish off the alarm function and also to start and finish or at least start one 

more function of the app. I also have to create a PowerPoint presentation for the 

mid-point presentations coming on either the 19th or 20th of December. The aim for 

this presentation is to have a working prototype to show the examiners to try and 

achieve the highest mark possible for this section of the project. Hopefully the 

examiners can provide some helpful feedback on the project to push me in the 

right direction towards completing the project in the best possible way in terms of 

achieving a high grade.  

December:  

 

The month of December was probably the busiest month of the year so far in terms 

of deadlines. Apart from the project itself I had four projects due around the last 
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week of the semester. As well as these deadlines, we had our mid-point project 

presentations.  

The requirements for this presentation were to have a PowerPoint presentation 

along with a prototype of the mobile application I was working on. The week leading 

up to this presentation was mainly spent putting the final few features into the 

application prototype, to have something to show on the day. The presentation 

itself I think went ok. The feedback I received was to focus more on the mental 

health side of the application rather than the physical fitness aspect which was 

what the prototype was mainly focused on. 

A few weeks after this presentation we were sent our mid-point marks which 

account for 25% of the overall grade. I got a mark of 53%, which was below my 

target. To make up for this I must work harder in the second semester to achieve 

my target of a 2:1 final grade. The biggest companies while hiring graduates will 

look to those who achieved Firsts and 2:1 so for this reason I think it is very 

important to hit this goal, along with the fact that the higher your grade is the more 

money you earn out the gate. 

After the mid-point presentation, my focus then turned to trying to finish the projects 

due for the rest of my subjects before turning my attention to the four exams we 

face in January. All but one of my modules this semester has a final exam, so the 

Christmas break will be mainly spent at a desk studying. The aim going into the 

exams is to have as much marks from the CA’s as possible to take the pressure 

off the exam itself.  

Once the exams are finished I plan to use the week we have off to return to working 

on my final project so I am a step ahead going into the second semester and can 

focus on getting my head around the new modules in the early weeks of the 

semester. 

 

 

January:  
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I did not get much done in terms of the project in the early stages of January due 

to semester one exams. Having four exams really took up a lot of time with the 

amount of studying that entails. The four exams we had were on the 5 th, 10th,11th 

and 12th of January, the three being clustered together at the end made it difficult 

to decide which subject to put the most effort into.  

Once the exams were over it was time to turn my attention back towards the 

project. The aim for the weeks following the exams was to try think of ways to 

implement the feedback I got from my midpoint presentation. I was told that the 

app was too fitness focused and that I should try reverse this trend in the direction 

of mental health. 

So I needed to come up with ideas of how to incorporate mental health in a more 

prominent way into the app. The first idea I come up with was to implement some 

kind of spinner into the app that would return information on a number of mental 

health diseases such as depression. In this information page there is a section 

where I quote experts on these diseases on how they think the best way to start 

dealing with them is. 

During this period, we received our exam results, I was happy enough with what I 

got but was 2% short of the target of a 2:1 I set myself before the start of the year. 

This short coming was mainly down to one subject which brought my average 

down. This was frustrating but at this stage there’s nothing you can do about it.  

Following these results, the aim is now to work harder in the second semester in 

an attempt to salvage a 2:1 with better results than the first semester. This is where 

the project plays a huge part down to the fact that it is a 20 credit module whereas 

the rest are only 5 credits each. This means a good final mark in the project is 

really make or break when it comes to your final overall grade. 

The objectives for February are to continue trying to add more functions in the area 

of mental health, along with trying to push for the full 10% that is allocated towards 
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the testing section of the project. This is the final stretch in the project development 

cycle and probably the most important in terms of how the final app will turn out.  

 

February:  

 

The start of February came with a change in supervisor for my 4 th year software 

project. This is think came as an opportunity for a fresh perspective and advise for 

the project. After meeting with Frances, my new supervisor, she set up a meeting 

for me with Catherine in Learning support. This was a huge help in terms of 

gathering new requirements for the mental health aspect of the application. 

She introduced me to a new method people are using to relax themselves in 

mentally stressful situations called Mindfulness. Mindfulness refers to a depth of 

awareness that us at the very core of our being and the practice of mindfulness 

supports us in nourishing and cultivating this simple awareness. Introducing 

mindfulness into daily life supports us in living life with a sense of contentment and 

clarity, it nourishes the body, mind and emotions. This can be used by people who 

get anxious or nervous in certain situations to calm down and in turn perform better 

because of it. 

Another feature that I have been contemplating implementing into the app is a chat 

service that will allow users to talk to a support agent when they feel like they’re 

having a low moment. This obviously is difficult to do as I don’t possess the facilities 

or manpower to be able to include such a feature. With this in mind I researched 

different API’s and techniques people use to create a ChatBot. The idea behind 

this is to include a feature that talks to the user without having a real person on the 

other end. This feature will be used as a placemat to showcase to companies that 

may be interested in the app, who do possess the manpower to have people 

available 24/7 to talk to people, how this function looks and feels.  

Another couple of small features that were gathered over this month are: 

 Having links to useful websites easily available. 
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 Have helpline numbers available, that allow the user to call just by clicking 

on them. 

 

March:  

 

With only two months’ left till the final project code had to be uploaded and one 

month till the end of the semester March was a busy month. As well as trying to 

finish projects for three other modules I had to find time to work on my project. 

Over the past month I have thinking of different functionality to include in the final 

app and have come up with a number of ideas I am considering including.  

The first one was inspired by my final project for the Advanced Mobile 

Development module. For this project I developed a social media application. One 

the features of this app allows the user to create chatrooms about any topics of 

their choice and interact with other users either anonymously or if they choose to 

with their real name displayed to other users. This gave me the idea to include this 

feature in my app to allow users to share their experiences coping with mental 

health problems to other users. Users can share methods, articles or doctors that 

have helped them in the past. 

From my research of the subject of mental health I found that many people don’t 

actually know that much about it. With this in mind I tried to think of a fun way to 

inform people. I came up with the idea of including a quiz about mental health in 

the app for people to tests their knowledge as well learn more about the subject 

on a broad scale. While not being a main feature of the app, I thought this would 

be an interesting way for people to get interested in the topic. Picking the questions 

for this quiz was a challenge due to the vast amount of information and opinions 

available on various topics revolving around mental health. 

Due to adding more features to the app the design will have to be changed to 

accommodate these changes. Originally all features were available via a button 

from the homepage. With the extra features now being added I think the apps 
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layout would work best if on the homepage the user had two options. Whether to 

interact with the physical or mental focused features of the application. The idea 

behind this is to not overwhelm the user once the land on the homepage with too 

many options. Simpler is better when it comes to designing an application. 

The next step after these features have been implemented completely is to test 

the application. Two products I am considering using for this are Espresso and 

JUnit. I have used these two applications for testing during my Advanced Mobile 

Dev project which is why I have chosen to use them for this project also. 

 

 


